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Resumo
O objetivo deste trabalho é dimensionar, implementar e testar o sistema elétrico e de propulsão
para o protótipo de mota elétrica TLM02e desenvolvido pela equipa TLMoto. O sistema elétrico do
TLM02e é composto de um acumulador de energia elétrica eleito para ser baterias de lítio, um motor
síncrono de ímãs permanentes, controlador do motor e todos os componentes eletrônicos adicionais,
tais como o sistema de gerenciamento de bateria (BMS), centralina (ECU), sistema de carregamento
etc.
Tendo em conta os regulamentos da competição e ambiente hostil para a eletrônica encontrados
em qualquer veículo elétrico, este dimensionamento teve de ser cuidadosamente pensado para estar
em conformidade com as restrições regulamentares, bem como ser fiável, seguro, eficiente e resistente
a vibrações, temperatura, líquido e ruído eletromagnético (EMI). Contando com os limites monetários e
o fato de se ter enfatizado mais fiabilidade do que a complexidade, algumas ideias como caixa de
velocidades ou supercondensadores foram eliminadas de consideração.
No fim o sistema foi testado numa banca de ensaios, espera-se que seja montado na mota
TLM02e e que tenha bons resultados na competição MotoStudent.

Palavras chave: Sistemas Automáticos de Medida, Sistemas de gestão de baterias, Veículo
elétrico, Mota elétrica, Bateria de lítio, MotoStudent.
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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to dimension, implement and test the electrical and propulsion system for
the electric racing motorcycle prototype, TLM02e, developed by TLMoto team. TLM02e’s electrical
system is made up of an electric energy accumulator elected to be lithium batteries, a permanent magnet
synchronous motor, motor controller and all of the additional electronics such as battery management
system (BMS), electronic control unit (ECU), charging system etc.
Given the competition’s regulations and hostile environment for electronics found in any electric
vehicle, this design had to be carefully thought to conform to regulatory restrictions as well as being
reliable, safe, efficient and resistant to vibrations, temperature, liquid and electromagnetic interference
(EMI). Taking into account monetary limits and emphasizing more reliability over complexity, some ideas
such as gearbox or supercapacitors were eliminated from consideration.
In the end the system was tested in a test bench and is expected to be mounted in TLMoto’s
TLM02e electric motorcycle prototype hopefully achieving good results in the MotoStudent competition.

Keywords: Automatic measurement system, Battery management system, Electric vehicle,
Electric motorcycle, Lithium battery, MotoStudent.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Project Scope and Objectives
This master's thesis objective is to dimension and implement the electrical system of an electric

motorcycle to compete in MotoStudent competition.
The MotoStudent competition [1], sponsored by the Moto Engineering Foundation (MEF) and
TechnoPark Motorland, is a challenge between teams from different universities in the world. The
participating team’s goal in the competition is to design and develop a motorcycle to be evaluated
statically and dynamically in the final event on Motorland facilities in Aragon, being the static tests called
for "MS1 phase" and the dynamic tests "MS2 phase". The organization delivered a regulation to specify
the minimal requirements for participating in the competition, most of them related to the motorcycle’s
dimensions and safety measures required not only for the electrical drive vehicles but also for
motorsport.
Even before the event there are several goals that the team must meet [2] as the submission of
several documents to report the project status (Pre-event tests) and safety inspection of the motorcycle
to confirm that it is in conformity with the technical regulations of the competition (Pre-event
scrutineering). The various stages of the test are summarized in table 1.1 along the respective scores.
Table 1.1 - Phases of the competition [2]
Phase

Exclusive

Score

Pre-event tests

Yes

-

Pre-event scrutineering

Yes

No

MS1

Yes

Yes (500)

MS2

Yes

Yes (500)

The MS1 Phase (static tests) is a demonstrative phase during which the participating teams must
show and explain the design of the prototype and the industrialization projects for mass production. This
phase intends to be an opportunity for participating students to apply the knowledge acquired during
their education in a "real" project, showing the aspects and difficulties that an industrial manufacturing
project can entail and how to launch a product into the market. In table 1.2 is summarized the various
presentations of MS1 phase.
Table 1.2 - MS1 phase scoring [2]
Presentation

Design and innovation

Aspect

Score

A. Vehicle design

75

B. Analysis and technical calculations

125

C. Technological Innovation Project

100

1

D. Definition of the manufacturing and
Industrialization

industrialization system
E. Analysis of the development costs and the
industrial process for mass production
Total

125

75
500

The MS2 phase (dynamic tests) consists of a series of tests aimed at assessing the dynamic
behavior and the performance of the manufactured motorcycles, as well as the skills of the teams in
terms of mechanics and organization. The various dynamic test of MS2 phase are summarized in table
1.3. This thesis is mainly focused in applying electrical engineering knowledge in order to be competitive
in MS2 phase always in accordance with the technical regulations, economical limits and reliability
aspects.
Table 1.3 - MS2 phase scoring [2]
Class

Dynamic

Session

Test

Score

1. -Brake test

60

2. -Gymkhana

100

3. -Best acceleration

60

Box test

4.-Mechanical test

30

Free practices

5.-Maximum speed at ST

30

Timed practices

6.-Pole position

40

7.-Fastest lap during race

30

8.-Race position

150

Total

500

Track tests

tests

Race

Race

1.2

State of the art
Motorsport competition has always been a great way of combining sport to engineering. Given the

competitive nature of the project, advances in developed technology may be highly advantageous for
the team’s scores, while at the same time improving the state of the art of related technology. As such,
there appears to be great potential in promoting electric vehicle competitions which in turn help in the
development of such vehicles which are possible alternatives to fossil fuel polluting ones.
Since this is the first time that TLMoto is building an electric motorcycle, there is not much
information available from previous teams in previous prototypes that could serve as guidance in
technical specs. In this way, it was necessary to dimension the prototype with very caution and add
some safety margin in the design with respect to security and to complete the dynamic tests.
One existing example from which some guidelines can be extracted and ultimately some
comparison may be performed is the Play and drive’s electric motorcycle [4] presented in figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 - Play and Drive’s moto student electric [4]
Play and Drive is a company that builds electric racing vehicles and has a technical partnership
with MotoStudent organization. Their MotoStudent electric motorcycle uses the same motor as the one
provided by the organization to all teams, but instead of building the chassis from scratch they adapted
an existing commercial frame for their prototype. Believing in Play and Drive’s technical skills this
motorcycle example could be a useful source of figures of merit, some of these presented in table 1.4.
Table 1.4 - Play and Drive’s MotoStudent electric specifications [4]
Motor-Transmission
Rated

13kW

Power:

(17.5CV)

Peak Power:
Rated
Torque:
Peak
Torque:
Peak Motor
Speed:
Gearbox

26kW
(35CV)
40N.m

Batteries

Performances

Lithium-polymer

Chemistry:

Hi-Power

Autonomy:

3.8kWh

Nominal

0-100km/h:

6.8s

Peak Speed:

170km/h

96.2V

Voltage:

80N.m

7500rpm
No

On the other hand, other electric motorcycles of comparable power and weight can be used as
reference. One example is Zero motorcycle’s ZERO FXS [5] presented in figure 1.2, with two slight
different commercial versions and specifications shown in table 1.5.

Figure 1.2 - ZERO FXS motorcycle [5]
3

Although these motorcycles have a different geometry and category, TLM02e will have similar
specifications both in terms of power, weight and battery capacity. It should be noted the low autonomy
of these at highway speeds when in comparison with a common internal combustion vehicle. Truth is
that electric motors are already very good in terms of energy efficiency, the problem is always the low
energy capacity of the common electric accumulators.
Table 1.5 - Zero FXS motorcycles specifications [5]
ZERO FXS ZF3.3

ZERO FXS ZF6.5

Range (Highway,113kmh)

29km

60km

Motor max torque

95Nm

95Nm

Motor max power

27hp (20kW) @ 3700rpm

44hp (33kW) @ 3700rpm

Top speed (max)

132km/h

132km/h

4.1s

3.8s

Battery Max capacity

3.3kWh

6.5kWh

Weight

114kg

133kg

Acceleration, 0-60 mph (0100km/h)

1.3

System definition
The typical propulsion system of an electric vehicle is shown in figure 1.3 where the energy

accumulator can be seen together with the electric motor and the power converter which regulates the
power flow between the motor and the accumulator. It should be noted that such flow could be
bidirectional for example in case of regenerative braking.

Figure 1.3 - Typical EV propulsion system
In MotoStudent competition the motor is mandatorily the same for all the teams, it cannot be
modified so only the energy storage unit, the power converter, and the rest of the electronics could be
chosen. The provided electric motor is a permanent magnet synchronous motor with axial flux
technology manufactured by the brand Heinsmann, its main specifications are shown in table 1.6.
Table 1.6 - Heinsman PMS150 motor specifications [2]
MOTOR PERM PMS 150 - RLS
Type

AFPM Motor

Rated Power

13kW

Cooling

Air

4

Max speed

6000rpm (without field weakening)

Rated voltage

96VDC

Rated current

153A

Peak stall current

550A

Rated torque

20.7N.m

Peak stall torque

71N.m

Motor constant, Ke

0.0087V/RPM

Motor weight

22.3kg
RLS-RMB29AC01SS1, analogic sin-cosin,

Encoder

power +5V (independent GND)

Temperature sensor

KTY-84

Together with the motor, several other components were included as mandatory for all teams. The
list with the components provided to all teams is in table 1.7.
Table 1.7 - Kit provided to all teams by the organization
Quantity

Description

1

Marchesini wheel set

1

Insulation monitoring device (IMD)

1

Electric motor PMS150

1

JJuan Brakes

1

Dunlop slick tires set

Thanks to the MotoStudent organization, TLMoto had the chance to acquire a bundle of additional
components specially prepared by Play and Drive for the competition with these listed on table 1.8. For
reasons of time, human resources, complexity and being this the first time the team is building an electric
motorcycle TLMoto decided to buy this kit with several electronic equipment including the motor
controller and other useful components.
Table 1.8 - Kit of components acquired from Play and Drive
Qty

Description

1

Sevcon motor controller

1

DCDC isolated converter

1

Zivan battery charger

2

Power contactors

The task of designing and manufacturing an electric motorcycle was relatively simplified and, based
on the new constraints derived from the electrical parts acquired, the rest of the drive train, accumulator
and electronics where dimensioned, designed, and built.
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Considering all the acquired components, the situation can be qualitatively summarized facing the
figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 - Propulsion system diagram
The main components of the electric propulsion missing dimensioning are the type and energy
capacity of the energy accumulator and the gear ratio between the motor and the wheels that will be
fixed.
If for example an accumulator with too much energy capacity is considered, ensuing disadvantages
are related to the weight and cost of the accumulator. In case the accumulator is too small, there is a
risk of not finishing the race. As for the transmission there is also an ideal spot as it is one fixed
relationship. For example, on an extreme, the motorcycle would have a good acceleration but a very
small top speed and on another extreme, it would have a good top speed but with a slow inefficient
acceleration, so an intermediate point between these two extreme cases is chosen trying to optimize
the goal of each test.

1.4

Structure of the thesis
The structure off this thesis follows approximately the used design approach that was constrained

by the little time for implementation, some damaged components during the development and
economical resources.
In chapter 2 the main propulsion system components missing dimensioning, namely the
accumulator energy and transmission gear ratio are dimensioned with the aid of Matlab and Simulink
software.
In chapter 3 an overview of the existing possibilities for the energy accumulator is presented and
based on this search an automated measurement system is built for testing commercial products and
make a final choice.
In chapter 4 starting on the actual practical dimensioning of the electrical part of the motorcycle,
some definitions from the regulations are clarified and the high voltage system (HVS) is explained in
detail.
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In chapter 5 the electronic circuits of the grounded low voltage system (GLVS) which includes the
printed circuit boards and other components are dimensioned and explained.
In chapter 6 the fabrication process is overviewed and the entire electrical system is tested on a
test bench.
Finally, conclusions are made on the results and some ideas for future work are listed.
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2 Propulsion system dimensioning and optimization
The dynamic simulation of the motorcycle had several goals ranging from the choice of the
accumulator capacity and final gear ratio, but also the study of the effect of regenerative braking and
comparison of simulation model versus performance on the track on future studies.

2.1

2.1.1

Physical modeling

Dynamics
In figure 2.1 is presented a free-body diagram. The equation 2.1 is its respective dynamic equation.

Figure 2.1 - System of forces applied to the electric motorcycle [6]
  =  =  − 
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(2.1)

In equation 2.1,  is the resultant of the forces applied to the vehicle [6], Fw the propulsion or
braking force, Faero the aerodynamic frictional force, Frolling rolling frictional force, Fgravity the component
of the force due to the track slope. The equation 2.1 can be rewritten as follows:
1
 =  −  ( + ) −   !"# −  $%&#
2

(2.2)

Where the wind speed w is considered to be zero in this analysis, β is the track’s slope angle and
the meaning of each constant is given in the table 2.1, along with the respective assumed value based
on comparison with other motorcycles and estimation.
Table 2.1 - Variables and constants used


Motorcycle + pilot mass



Air density (sea level, 15ºC)

 

Drag area

230kg
1.225kg/m3
0.4m2
9.8m/s2

Gravity acceleration


Rolling resistance coefficient

9

0.025

In order to easily identify the blocks used to model the motorcycle both sides of equation 2.2 are
integrated and divided by the mass.
 =

1
1
' ( −  ( + ) −   !"# −  $%&#)

2

(2.3)

The Simulink kinematics blocks presented in figure 2.2 have as input all the forces applied to the
motorcycle and as outputs the speed and position of it. There is an integration of the sum of the forces
divided by the mass of the motorcycle being equivalent to equation 2.3.

Figure 2.2 - Dynamics block model used
To obtain "Speed" and "Position" it is enough to know the "Traction Force", "Brake Force" and
"Slope" along the track. Thus, here is found one of the major limitations of the model, in particular no
pilot behavior knowledge along the route. The solution was the weighted choice of speed limits on
certain sections of the track namely the turns were the motorcycle cornering capability limits the speed
at which the motorcycle can transverse it [8]. In the remaining sections, it is considered that the pilot
applies a full throttle behavior so the speed is only limited by the power of the motorcycle, which
translates into its peak speed and acceleration in straights.

Figure 2.3 - Example public video in which cornering speed can be observed [7]
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After some discussion between team members and viewing videos of similar race geometry
motorcycles in the internet [7] like the one shown in figure 2.3 a table was built with the limiting speed
checkpoints. The used checkpoints are shown on figure 2.4 together with an altitude graph of the track.

Figure 2.4 - Maximum speed vs. distance and elevation profile obtained with google earth
The altitude and position are used to obtain the slope. This along with the speed profile is fed
through two lockup tables. It is through these two variables and through a proportional controller that
the acceleration and braking profile of the pilot is obtained. Interconnecting all these blocks, the general
diagram shown in figure 2.5 is obtained.

Figure 2.5 - Top diagram of the model
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In the next subsections, focus will be given to the remaining three components, the motor, the
brakes and the transmission.

2.1.2

Motor
Due to the hierarchical level of this simulation (modeling of the system of forces) and the simulation

processing time, a simplified energy based model of the motor was used. This model uses the efficiency
graph and the speed-torque characteristic both provided by the manufacturer [9]. The efficiency is also
a function of the quality of the motor control implemented by the motor controller, but since the
manufacturer of the equipment is considered a quality brand, this efficiency map was trusted.

Figure 2.6 - Efficiency map provided by the manufacturer [9]
From the map of the efficiencies image, a small matlab script was created to pass the image in
.png format to an array in matlab workspace that was later used in the model in the form of lockup table
for the efficiency as a function of motor rotational speed and the torque requested by the pilot.

Figure 2.7 - Process for obtaining efficiency matrix
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Since the final race (longest dynamic test) is expected to last less than 25 minutes based on the
model, the torque available from the motor is a curve of choice lying between the maximum peak torque
and the nominal torque defined by the manufacturer for continuous operation. As this choice is
dependent on the motor thermal limit which is complex and therefore difficult to model, a plausible
conservative curve is used, which will need validation. This chosen curve is the maximum peak torque
limited to *+ × -. at all rotations, which is equivalent to limit the current supplied by the motor
controller, and where *+ is the motor torque constant.

Figure 2.8 - Curve chosen as torque limit [9]
This can be done to a certain limit because of the thermal constant of the motor and because the
average speed during the longest dynamic test (final race) will be much bigger than 5m/s (18km/h)
receiving more air flow than at the continuous operation specified in the motor datasheet. This torque
limit should be obtained during track tests by checking winding temperature of the motor’s integrated
temperature sensor, but in advance for this simulation a plausible maximum torque of 36Nm will be
considered.
Since the motor can still have a non-zero torque on superior rotations, the table used above
contained a slight linear extrapolation of the maximum torque until approximately 7000 revolutions per
minute (RPM) as can be seen in figure 2.8.
The final motor block is shown in figure 2.9, here is the torque lockup table and the efficiency lockup
table, together with the torque limiter (Imax saturation block) and additional operational blocks to
calculate the electric power requested from the battery which is obtained by dividing the mechanical
power by the motor efficiency.
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Figure 2.9 - Implementation block used to model the motor
The actual prototype may also implement a system that allows it to have short torque peaks (sort
of "electric boost" for some overtaking and exceptional situations) but that is not considered in this
simulation.

2.1.3

Brakes
The braking force was modeled as a constant force commanded by the pilot. This constant force

to be modulated was based on data available from existing commercial motorcycles [11] in which one
can see at the figure 2.10 that a deceleration of 1G is a plausible value for a wide range of motorcycles,
that is to say that the maximum braking force will be 1 × g ×  = 22542.

Figure 2.10 - Typical values of deceleration of commercial motorcycles [11]
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2.1.4

Transmission
The transmission is a fixed gear ratio, here it is defined by the division of the motor sprocket by the

rear wheel sprocket.
9!7!5$:5!;<47
34.56.7%! = 8
@
64.5=>44?$:5!;<47

(2.4)

This parameter is to be determined in the next subsection, but for a starting point the example of
Play and Drive’s MotoStudent electric prototype is used with a gear ratio of approximately 0.22.
To get the traction force from the motor torque equation 2.5 is used, here the wheel radius is 0.3m,
and the sprocket ratio can be considered by now to be 0.22 as explained before.
1
+5.;7%!&!5;4 = 9!7!5+!5AB4 8
@
=>44?6.C%B" × $:5!;<476.7%!

2.2

(2.5)

Gear ratio optimization
For an optimal gear ratio choose, the simulation command is inserted within a “for loop” in Matlab

to sweep a range of feasible gear ratios and obtain the performance results for each of them.
Remembering that the division of the motor sprocket by the rear wheel sprocket defines the gear ratio
and that it is allowed to change sprockets between dynamic tests, two cases were considered, one for
the acceleration test and another for the final race. The objective function to minimize in the case of the
acceleration test was the time to complete a 150m straight in full throttle acceleration and in the case of
the final race the time to complete one lap which also leads to the best final race position.
After various cycles of acceleration test simulations it can be seen by the left plot of figure 2.11 that
the best gear to use in the acceleration test is approximately 0.15, this corresponds to a time to complete
the 150m straight of 7.28s.

Figure 2.11 - Acceleration test and final race optimal gear ratios
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For the final race, the right plot of figure 2.11 shows that the best gear to use in the final race is 0.2
with a respective lap time of 2:46min.

2.3

Energy estimated for the accumulator
The dynamic test that will request more energy is by far the final race. Using the previous sprocket

ratio of 0.2 the simulation result provided us a value of approximately 4.28kWh for the consumed electric
energy, this value already includes a 90% efficiency term relative to the non-unitary efficiency of the
motor controller, conductors, mechanical transmission, etc.
The losses in the internal resistance of the accumulator were not included in the calculations since
the energy measured during the battery cell tests already considers this factor as will be seen in the 3rd
chapter.
Apart from the considerations and the suppositions mentioned above, few other factors should be
noted on this simulation. One of these is the fact that until now regenerative braking has not been
considered and this simplified model did not take into account the possible friction increase during the
motorcycle cornering in the race track.
As seen before the greatest uncertainties in this model relate to pilot’s behavior and the maximum
average power that is possible to use from the motor without damaging its winding, so the solution was
to opt for a greater margin of energy for the accumulator as will be seen in chapter 3.

2.4

Regenerative braking
The regenerative braking power is limited by the current the accumulator can recover during the

process when the motor plus motor controller acts as a generator. As will be seen in next chapters the
chosen accumulator is a lithium battery with a maximum charging rate of 2C and a capacity of 64Ah. In
this way the maximum inverse current will be 128A and the corresponding braking torque will be limited
to 128× KT but will also depend on the motor speed in the same way as when it works in motor mode.
In the Simulink model the regenerative braking torque is modeled in a very similar way to the motor
propulsion torque in such a way that the only difference is the negative signal and a different saturation
value (-KT* Imaxcharge), which is dependent of the maximum allowed inverse braking current which in
practice can be programed in the motor controller.
Simulating again the entire race with Imaxcharge=128 a total consumed electrical energy of
4.12kWh is obtained versus the previous 4.28kWh saving 160Wh. In the reasoning it was not included
the recharging process efficiency, which tends to decrease with higher C rating. Another aspect is the
fact that regenerative braking of the motor was considered to be always working at maximum power
independently of the braking effort distribution between the two wheels. This braking effort tends to be
bigger on the front wheel because of load transfer of center of gravity (CoG) to the front wheel as can
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be seen on figure 2.12. Because of this, most motorcycles have brakes that are more powerful in the
front wheel.

Figure 2.12 - Braking effort distribution for front and rear brakes [11]
Knowing that no big energy recoveries are obtained, at least for the final race it will not be an
implementation of priority, but its utility in braking power for the brake test must be tested when the
motorcycle is built.

2.5

Data simulated for the MS2 tests
Now that the main parameters of the propulsion system are known, each MS2 phase test is

explained in more detail and when possible, simulation’s results are shown.

2.5.1

Brake test
The brake test will consist in an assessment of the distance needed to bring the motorcycle to a

complete halt from a minimum speed of 80km/h.
Even in such simple braking model as was presented, a comparison between normal braking and
motor aided braking (regenerative braking) was conducted and resulted in a difference of 4m.
Considering this result, regenerative braking might be a real advantage in this test.

Figure 2.13 - Motorcycle braking behavior without and with regenerative braking
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Note that the final speed in both test is aproximately 5km/h and not 0km/h. This is only for the
simulation working concenrs and making no much diference in the final braking distance because the
remaining kinetic energy at shuch speed is despicable in comparison with the one at 80km/h.

2.5.2

Gymkhana
The second test will be a rather short timed gymkhana. A gymkhana is a small agility course, which

must be completed in the minimum time usually at lower speeds than the final race meaning that a
different gear ratio might become a big advantage.
The gymkhana course is not published so no simulation is possible. Despite this, taking into
account the gymkhana courses of previous year tests with combustion motorcycles, it is natural that the
gear ratio calculated for the acceleration test would be more useful here than the one used in the final
race.

2.5.3

Best acceleration
During this test, the maximum acceleration of each motorcycle from a complete stop on a 150m-

long straight will be measured such that the straight must be completed in the minimum time.
On this test the motor controller programed current limit was eliminated because being this test so
short in time the electrical system overheating probably will not be a problem provided that the peak
currents be supported by the electrical installation (cables, connectors, components) and that motor is
“cold” before this test. Even though this must be progressively validated on track, starting at a lower
current limit and increasing this limit always checking system temperatures and rear wheel slip.
For the best possible result, the 0.15 sprocket ratio was considered for this test as seen before.
The obtained time to complete the 150m straight is approximately 7.28 seconds.

Figure 2.14 - Signals as functions of time for 0.15 sprocket ratio

2.5.4

Mechanical test
This test is about assessing how quick the team works in the pit garage on dismantling and

assembling upper fairing and the fairing of the motorcycle, so there is nothing that can be simulated
here. Even though this aspect will have to be taken into account on the motorcycle mechanical design,
which is the work of the mechanical team.
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2.5.5

Maximum speed at speed trap
This test consists in achieving the maximum speed at a specific point of the racetrack during the

“free practice 2” session. If the pilot is willing to perform this practice section with a different gear ratio
than the one calculated for the final race, then a third different gear ratio could be used here in order to
obtain a higher top speed.

2.5.6

Pole position
This test consists in clocking the fastest lap time on the racetrack during the “Timed practices”.

2.5.7

Fastest lap during race
The fastest lap during the race will be scored, being the pursuit for the first position almost equally

useful for this test.
With the modeled system, a lap time of 2:46min is obtained along with a top speed of 139.6km/h
and an average speed of 110km/h. In figure 2.15 several motorcycles variables can be seen as function
of time, in here is also included the warmup lap and the victory lap, which was necessary for calculating
the total accumulator energy.

Figure 2.15 - Simulated motorcycle variables for the final race

2.5.8

Race position
Being this the most scored of MS2 phase tests, pursuing the best possible score here will be the

priority challenge.
The race procedure will be configured as follows:
1) Direct access from pit lane to starting grid (without formation lap).
2) Countdown on the grid.
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3) Warm up lap to stop again on the starting grid.
4) Race (5 laps) with start from static.
5) Victory lap and return to parc ferme by “national” layout (2379.12m).
As explained before all of these parts were considered in the calculation on the accumulator energy.

2.6

2016 competition results
Even though TLM02e motorcycle prototype was not ready for the 2016 competition, it was

important to compare other team’s competition results with the simulation and in this way have an idea
of how accurate or not the Simulink model might be. On table 2.2, it is possible to see that in terms of
performance the simulation results were relatively close to real results from other teams with exception
of the brake test and maximum speed at speed trap (ST) test. On the brake test, this minds that the
adopted simplified model for braking behavior might not be accurate enough or competing teams had a
bad performance. On the maximum speed at speed trap, the best top speed of 174.8km/h suggest that
other teams are using one third different gear ratio only for this test, this is one aspect to have in
consideration for next competition and which can also be optimized with the current model.
Table 2.2 - 2017 MS2 phase competition results versus TLM02e simulations
Class

Session

Test

2016 comp. result

Sim. Result

Best: 35.3m

25.6m (no regen. braking)

Average: 44.86m

21.6m (with regen. braking)

2.-Gymkhana

N.A.

N.A.

3.-Best

Best: 6.7s

acceleration

Average: 9.1s

1.-Brake test
Track
Dynamic

tests

tests

Box test

test

N.A.

Free

5.-Maximun

Best: 174.2km/h

practices

speed at ST

Average: 149.3km/h

Timed
Race

4.-Mechanical

practices

Race

6.-Pole position

Best: 2:33min
Average: 2:46min

7.-Fastest lap

Best: 2:37min

during race

Average: 2:43min

8.-Race

Best: 13:36min

position

Average: 14:13min

7.28s

N.A.

139.6km/h

2:46min

2:46min

13:37min

Another interesting aspect is that the winner of the final race used a multiple gear ratio
transmission, proving that it might be a good choice. This option could be further studied in future work.
Finally, one aspect in which no conclusions can be made is on accumulator energy capacity, even after
this first competition edition, teams do not seem to publish this kind of technical information.
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3 Accumulator
3.1

Types of energy accumulators
As seen in the state of the art section, energy storage is the “weak part” of today electric vehicles

so it is important to select the best available option.
The main figures of merit for this application are energy density Wh/kg and power density W/kg.
The remaining figures of merit such as Wh/m3, lifespan, chemical and thermal stability are left in second
place because these are not essential with regard that this motorcycle prototype is a vehicle for
occasional use and where performance is a priority.
Following the technical regulations (D.3.1 Permitted storage systems), any type of accumulator may
be use as energy storage system, except for thermal batteries and fuel cells. Considering this, there are
the following options:
a) Electrochemical batteries.
b) Super capacitors.
c) Other forms of mechanical energy accumulators (Flywheels, springs, compressed air etc).
d) Other advanced technology (Magnetic batteries, radioisotope thermoelectric generators, etc).

Figure 3.1 - Example of energy accumulators [14]
For technical reasons option (c) and (d) are abandoned due to the fact that these ones are less
conventional systems [13], would have to be designed and built from scratch and consequently this
would diverge from the scope of this work. However, some of those systems like the Flywheel should
not be underestimated. For example, a 30cm in diameter and length flywheel, weighing 10kg and
spinning at 100000rpm will store 3kWh of energy. However, at this rotational speed, the surface speed
at the rim of the flywheel will be 4.8 times the speed of sound and the centrifugal force on particles at
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the rim is equivalent to 1.7 million G. This makes the simples task of stopping the rotor from flying apart
or making it perfectly balanced an engineering challenge by itself such as the other discarded options.

Figure 3.2 - Example of flywheel used in F1 cars [13]
In this way, the remaining options are supercapacitors and electrochemical batteries. In table 3.1
a simplistic yet clear comparison of the two technologies is made [14,15].
Table 3.1 - Electrochemical batteries vs Supercapacitors [14,15]
Device
Batteries
(lithium)
Supercapacitors

Energy density

Power density

Cycle life

Wh/kg

W/kg

cycles

90-220

250-340

1,000-3,000

6-15

4,000

500,000+

A big difference between the power and energy density of both can be observed.
Given the estimated energy of 4.28kWh for the motorcycle accumulator, if only supercapacitors
were to be used an accumulator weight of about: 285kg to 713kg would be necessary which is unfeasible
as single storage system for this application. However, looking at the supercapacitor power density a
good idea would be to combine these with another better energy density option, such as electrochemical
batteries, in order to get characteristics of both. This idea has been studied in systems that consist in
using the supercapacitors to accommodate big energy transients to which supercapacitor can deal
better than electrochemical batteries. This could be an advantage for example in regenerative braking
in which the power involved is much bigger than in the accelerations. Given the price and complexity off
such a system, this possibility is left for future prototypes of the motorcycle and only electrochemical
batteries are adopted.
Among electrochemical batteries, there is no doubt that the best options when it comes to energy
and power density is the lithium battery technology as verified by bibliographical references [16] and in
contact with the products on the market. Find below in figure 3.3, an illustrative comparison.
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Figure 3.3 - Electrochemical battery technologies [14]
Within this technology, there are several variants, distinguished especially by the chemical
compound used in the cell’s cathode, being the main ones found on the market:
a) Lithium Cobalt Oxide (LCO): Li-cobalt excels on high specific energy but offers only moderate
safety and life span.
b) Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP): Li-phosphate has excellent safety and long life span but
moderate specific energy and a lower voltage than other lithium-based batteries. LFP also has
higher self-discharge compared to other lithium-ion systems.
c) Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (NMC): NMC has good overall performance. This
battery is the preferred candidate for the commercial electric vehicle and has the lowest selfheating rate.
It was found that the LFP compound despite attractive price is significantly lower in energy densities
than the other listed lithium technologies so the research focused on cells with LCO and NMC
compound.

3.2

Commercial lithium batteries
After an intensive search for the batteries with better performance, both as unitary cells or as a

battery pack, a list of the candidates was organized in the following table 3.2.
Table 3.2 - Commercial lithium cells manufacturer data

Cell/Battery pack

Chemistry

Capacity

Cycle

C

[Ah]

Life

rating

Multistar High
Capacity 3S, Multi-

LCO

150+

5.2

@10C

Rotor (Battery pack)
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10

Energy
density
[Wh/kg]

174.9

Price
[Wh/Eur]

3.77

Turnigy 1S Lipoly
(cell)
Westart W
S90133200 (cell)
Xaltenergy XE_53HE
(cell)
Eig C020 (cell)

LCO

5

NMC

25

NMC

53

NMC

20

160+
@20C
2000
@1C
4000
@1C
1000
@1C

20

162.2

2.65

3

177.8

4.45

5

173.5

1.10

5

172.8

1.08

Each type of cell is produced for a certain end, the Turnigy and Multistar for hobby purposes such
as radio control planes or drones, and the other three for industrial or consumer products. All of them
are produced mainly in China and sold worldwide. The energy calculations for Wh/kg and Wh/eur in this
table are simply the multiplication of the charge capacity by the single cell nominal voltage (3.7V) divided
by the weight or price respectively.
Starting to consider the options by removing the last two candidates for economic reasons, even
though these are the only renamed brands in this table and these offer the advantage of high cycle life
and simplified battery pack thanks to the high capacity single cells, their Wh/Eur figure of merit is much
lower than the other ones.
At this point Multistar, Turnigy and Westart cells remain. The problem is that no accurate distinction
between these can be made because their manufacturer details are obtained at very different testing
conditions. For example, Turnigy cells claim their capacity for their nominal 20C rating whereas Westart
does it only for 1C. Then a direct comparison would be unfair for the Turnigy cells given that the higher
the discharge rate the lower is the energy provided by the cells because of their internal resistance.

3.3

Automated lithium cell tester
At this point, there was some skepticism on the last battery cells manufacturer data and no direct

comparison could be made, for the reasons mentioned above. In this way, an automated experimental
system was designed to aid in testing cells under similar conditions and have a fair way of comparison.
This consisted in the embedded system shown in figure 3.4.
The function of this board was to assist in the charging and discharging of cells acquiring the
voltage and current of both operations so that these data could be used to analyze battery energy
capacity. This system works in conjunction with an Arduino microcontroller, has a 5A charger [21],
possibility of connecting an external load resistor of choice (to a maximum of 80A discharge current)
and a set of relays that perform the various connections of the three main states of operation, which are
charge, discharge and rest. The relays configuration is illustrated in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.4 - Automated lithium cell tester main components
The Arduino has the task of data acquisition, communication with computer via universal serial bus
(USB), control signals for relays and some optional peripherals like fans, audible alarm, etc. The
communication with the computer is used to interface with Matlab [17] where most of the processing is
done by a Matlab script.

Figure 3.5 - Cell tester relays configuration
For the circuit it was necessary to build a DC-to-DC converter (DCDC) in order to reduce the
voltage of 20V input from a typical portable computer direct current (DC) power supply and thus reduce
the power dissipated in the board charger that was based on a linear regulator. The schematic of the
main board is shown in appendix c - automated lithium cell tester schematic. The schematic of the
DCDC converter is not presented, because the respective dimensioning can be easy followed by the
datasheet of the integrated circuit LM2678T_ADJ, this integrated circuit include the power switch and
control electronics.
It should be noted that although the automated cell tester is able to operate automatically in its
endless cycle of charging and discharging it was not left unattended for a long time when operating
because the lithium cells are relatively dangerous with regard to fire hazard. Even in commercial
chargers, the users are warned to never let the cells unattended during charge.
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Figure 3.6 - Lithium cell test setup
Since charging of bigger cell took several hours, the solution used to have more flexibility was to
connect from a smartphone to the computer via internet using TeamViewer software, this enabled to
attend the experience even if not physically present (used only in short periods and when necessary).

3.4

Lithium cell tests
Taking into account the estimated minimum energy capacity of 4.28kWh and a nominal battery

voltage of about 100V (maximum permitted is 110V by regulation), in a rough calculation the minimum
battery charge capacity needed is 42.76Ah but 50Ah is considered as safety margin. Considering the
nominal motor current of 153A the minimum C rating requested to the batteries will be 3C. In this way,
the cell tests are conducted at this rating. Some at 5C were also made in order to know how cells behave
in higher discharge conditions, which may be a reality in the motorcycle if the motor thermal constant
enables us to run above the rated power.
It should be noted that the 5C discharges were carried out manually since for the bigger cells the
currents exceeded the maximum current rating of the automated cell tester. In addition, since the
currents were relatively high and the voltage accuracy in the measurements was important it was
necessary to consider parasitic resistances in conductors and connectors by avoiding them or by
calibration.

Figure 3.7 - 5C manual discharge test setup
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After many hours of data acquisition, several curves for various cells and discharge ratings were
obtained. Only some of the obtained curves were selected namely the ones in more ideal and similar
conditions. Charge/discharge cycles were also made in new cells, before the comparison tests so that
they were at good performance and in the same conditions.
In figure 3.8 the cell’s voltage of the three tested cells can be observed during 3C and 5C
discharges respectively.

Figure 3.8 - Cell voltages along discharge at 3C and 5C
So far, the Westart cell (WS90133200) has a lower voltage, this is because the nominal C rating
of this cell is lower than the others, indeed they were tested above their nominal discharge rating in the
5C test.
For data analysis, it was chosen to plot voltage, current and power output (current and voltage
multiplication over time) of the cells, where the current was obtained by simply dividing the cell voltage
by the load resistance. Then current and power were integrated over time so that charge capacity and
energy capacity could respectively be obtained. Knowing that ∫ i(t)dt = Coulombs and that 1[>] =
1[!B?!R/"] × 60 × 60 = 3600 [!B?!R"], the expression 3.1 is used for the charge capacity and

expression 3.2 for the energy capacity.
B554&7.:.;%7W =

XYZ
1
'
%(7)C7 [>]
3600 [
XYZ

\&45 W.:.;%7W = '

[

](7)%(7)C7 [=>]

(3.1)

(3.2)

It should be noted that this method gives the supplied energy by the cells, which is the reason why
in the 2nd chapter it was not needed to consider the internal battery losses for the accumulator necessary
energy.
The cell tests plots for 3C discharges are presented in appendix d - lithium cell test, and for easy
comparison, results are summarized in table 3.3 and table 3.4 including also the 5C discharges.
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Table 3.3 - Summary of results for discharges at 3C
Energy

Weight

Energy density

Price

Price

[Wh]

[kg]

[Wh/kg]

[Eur]

[Wh/Eur]

Multistar

20.8

0.110

189.9

5.1

4.09

Turnigy

20.7

0.114

181.9

6.96

2.97

WS90133200

84.1

0.52

161.7

20.77

4.05

Cell

Table 3.4 - Summary of results for discharges at 5C
Energy

Weight

Energy density

Price

Price

[Wh]

[kg]

[Wh/kg]

[Eur]

[Wh/Eur]

Multistar

19.4

0.110

176.7

5.1

3.81

Turnigy

20.4

0.114

179.5

6.96

2.94

WS90133200

71.6

0.52

137.7

20.77

3.44

Cell

At 3C the Turnigy and Multistar cells have the best energy densities being the best one the
Multistar. At 5C the properties of WS90133200's are very degraded confirming the maximum rating of
3C warned by the manufacturer. Here the Multistar cell is slightly overtaken by Turnigy cell. Taking these
results into account and adding to this the Wh/eur figure of merit it can be concluded that the best option
are the Multistar cells from the Multistar battery pack.
The main disadvantage of these cells is the fact that it would be necessary to have many of these
in parallel for a 50Ah+ battery pack. Trying to attenuate this problem a higher capacity 16Ah multistar
cell [19] is used, this cell was separately tested and virtually the same energy density was obtained and
the new cost figure of merit improved to 5.32Wh/eur.

Figure 3.9 - Acquired 16Ah 4S2P Multistar battery pack (cover removed on right photo)
It should be noted that the 16Ah cells were indeed two parallel 8Ah cells directly welded by the
manufacturer making this pack a 4S2P configuration. Even though since the single 8Ah cells pair could
not be separated these were considered a single 16Ah cell during this work. The only exception is the
Stack schematic in Appendix E - TLM02e electrical connections were single 8Ah cells are represented
in order to keep the maximum fidelity to the physical implementation.
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3.5

Battery pack configuration
The 16Ah multistar cells are analyzed in more detail in this section, as well as some details of its

application in the motorcycle battery pack.

3.5.1

Series and parallel cells
The naïve approach to determine the number of cells in series would be to divide the maximum

permitted battery pack voltage(110V) by the individual maximum voltage allowed to each cell (typically
4.2V for this chemistry) obtaining 26 cells in series (26S). Even though, it was decided to put one more
cell in series and charge each individual cell to 4.07V, making this a 27S battery pack. The main reason
for this choice were battery management system (BMS) construction concerns, since with 27 cells in
series it is possible to have three equal BMS boards and battery stacks, this simplifies construction and
programing. The price to pay is a decrease in the capacity of each cell to approximately 86% of its
capacity at 4.2V charge voltage [18].
Turning to the number of parallel cells, it must be taken into account the 4.28kWh estimated energy
requirement from section 2.3. Recalling the 86% capacity decrease as seen before, there is for a 3P
and for a 4P setup a capacity of 4.27kWh and 5.69kWh respectively. In this way a 4P setup is used
yielding a good safety margin at the cost of more 8kg of weight. Still as will be seen in the battery
construction section it is possible to easily change between a 27S4P or 27S3P configuration. This might
be useful after further test on track in case of the 27S3P energy capacity proves to be enough, in this
way there is still the flexibility of saving these 8kg.
Now for the parallel strings there are several options regarding their interconnections as is
illustrated in figure 3.10. On option (a) more BMS boards would be necessary since parallel groups of
cells could have different voltages. Since this represents a bigger cost and complexity in terms of BMS
boards option (b) is adopted were parallel cells are directly interconnected, this saves BMS boards but
care must be taken about the currents that cross these parallel interconnections, in terms of the current
carrying capabilities and cell voltage reading errors on the BMS.

Figure 3.10 - Parallel interconnection possibilities
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3.5.2

Current distribution between parallel cells
To get an idea of how parallel cells behave when it comes to current distribution, two experiences

were held. First experience consisted in discharging four parallel cells through a resistance and
monitoring the current passing through each of them, having obtained the results of figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11 - Current distribution through four parallel cells at 3C discharge
It can be seen that the cell 2 has a higher internal resistance because it was the one that discharged
more slowly, but in the end, the situation reverts since the cell 2 tries to compensate for the final state
of charge (SOC) voltage drop of the other cells. This may be a reason for having to purchase more cells
than are needed in order to do a selection of cells with similar internal resistance for use in parallel. In
addition, since the biggest imbalances happen at the end of the discharge, having a bigger capacity
battery pack helps to avoid this final imbalance, avoiding necessity of much more robust parallel
connections.
The second experience consisted in discharging a 2S2P configuration of cells and monitoring the
i(t) current as presented in figure 3.12 together with the experience result on the right. This experiment
was carried out at 3C.
It can be seen that the maximum current approaches 5A again at the end of the discharge. With
two more parallel cells (4P total) in the worst case there would be an extra 3 times the actual current
imbalance totaling a maximum of 15A in the most stressed interconnection. In this way, parallel
connections (connectors and cables) will have to take this into account and have enough current
carrying capability. In addition, as explained before, a cell selection should be made in order to parallel
similar internal resistance cells and avoid these currents.
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Figure 3.12 - Parallel interconnection of the second experiment
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4 Motor, controller and HVS
This chapter attempts to explain briefly the various electrical components of the propulsion system
and support some design choices.
Starting by presenting the two main systems of the motorcycle defined by the regulations, the High
Voltage System (HVS) and the Grounded Low Voltage System (GLVS). The HVS consists in all the
components that make up the motor controller, accumulator and any other part connected to them, with
these systems the presence of a voltage exceeding 40 DC volts (VDC). The GLVS instead has a voltage
below 40VDC which must be galvanically isolated from HVS, these isolation requirements are explained
through various spatial constraints and constructive regulation. It could be though that the HVS is
constituted only by the propulsion system and that the GLVS is merely additional electronic circuits.
However, as will be seen, some GLVS printed circuit board (PCB), as explained in the GLVS section,
include high voltage components. This resulted in extra precautions to be taken in their design
The top wiring diagram of the motorcycle is shown in the first schematic of Appendix E - TLM02e
electrical connections, in this scheme and lower hierarchy schematics all the proposed electrical
connections for the motorcycle are presented as well as the main components excluding only some
connectors. Some of the schematic sub-systems are composed of various electrical and electronic
components such as "Stack" and "Pit lane" whereas others are indivisible printed circuit boards such as
the “ECU” and the “BMS”.

4.1

Motor controller
As already mentioned the motor controller implements itself many functions [24] including the

power converter, permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) control, as well as various additional
functions such as pre-charge of the converter input capacitor, direct inputs for throttle and brake,
programming of parameters, connection to a controller area network (CAN), etc.
In figure 4.1 is a wiring diagram [23] example provided by Play and Drive together with the kit
acquired from them and which is used for starting point. Looking at this diagram and at the top schematic
on Appendix E - TLM02e electrical connections similarities, such as the contactor and power
connections can be easily recognized.
In this diagram, the high-power connections to the battery through the two main contactors, the
connection to the motor phases, its SIN/COS position sensor and temperature sensor are illustrated.
There is also the key link that is supplying the controller’s logic. Already on the other side there are
several controls such as throttle potentiometer respective enable switch and forward switch and also a
connector on the CAN pins to which the user can connect to a CAN network or USB-to-CAN device for
programming of parameters through the manufacturer-supplied software.
The way the motor controller is enabled is related to an important aspect of the regulation namely
the “disconnection circuit”, for regulatory and security reasons this system is compulsory.
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Figure 4.1 - Play and Drive wiring diagram [23]

4.2

Disconnection system
The diagram of the disconnection system proposed in the regulation is shown in figure 4.2. Here,

chains of dependencies and conditions have to be meet so that the motor is ready to run.
For the motor to be ready to run, the contactors must be closed in order to close the power
connection between battery and motor controller. The contactors are closed when the motor controller
finishes the pre-charge maneuver, which means that its logic supply must be first activated. This is done
through the solid state relays, these solid state relays (SSR) are usually implemented inside with a
semiconductor switch and feature galvanic isolation between the control voltage and its power switch.
In this diagram, the conduction of the SSR's is enabled by low voltage circuitry, in a way that for this
to happen several conditions must be met namely:
1) The low voltage power must be turned on (GLVS), enabling 12V to come out of the isolated
DCDC converter.
2) The traction button must be activated by the pilot,
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3) Safety button/buttons (SERVICE) must remain in their usual normally ON mode
4) The insulating monitoring device (IMD) should not detect any insulation problem between HVS
and GLVS
5) There should be no problems with the battery such as excessive temperatures or operation
outside the rated voltage range. This is monitored by the BMS, which reports any anomaly to
the electronic control unit (ECU) via CAN.

Figure 4.2 - Disconnection system [2]
In the end all these conditions enable directly or indirectly (through CAN to ECU and then ECU
controls SSR) the SSR which supplies the motor controller logic which turns on the motor controller and
finally close the contactors as explained.
As will be seen in chapter 5 the SSR’s are located directly in the ECU printed circuit boards,
simplifying the wiring and adding reliability to the design.

4.3

Charging System
As seen in the first chapter the charger was purchased with Play and Drive’s kit together with the

motor controller and other components. The charger model is a Zivan NG3-G7MICB, this charger is sold
in various voltage vs current ranges being this model’s output 96VDC, 25 amperes nominal.
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This battery charger is configurable for various chemistries according to the charging curve chosen,
which can be configured by CAN commands sent to the charger [27].

Figure 4.3 - Zivan NG3 battery charger
Despite slight differences in ideal charging of different batteries chemistries, all are based on a
constant current regime followed by a constant voltage until current is zero or in practice negligibly small
as exemplified in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 - Example typical charge curve in voltage and current
The lithium cells are not all the same since there are some manufacturing deviations. These
deviations manifest themselves during charging and discharging and result in imbalances in cells in both
series and in parallel topologies. These imbalances are to be avoided since they prevent charging and
discharging the accumulator pack to its maximum or minimum because some cells would be pushed
over or under working voltage specifications, as seen in figure 4.5. For these reasons, it is desirable to
find a solution that is capable of balancing the cells.

Figure 4.5 - Example of unbalanced cells in a fully charged and discharged battery [14]
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The two main methodologies for cell balancing are active and passive methods. The active method
consists in transferring charge from the most charged cells to the less charged. This is the method with
highest energetic efficiency when compared with the passive method which is limited to discharging the
most charged cells through a resistive load, until at some point all cell voltages equalize to the same
voltage. The scheme of a typical passive balancing system is illustrated in figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6 - Example of passive balancing scheme
Despite the energetic efficiency advantage, active balancing is more complex and requires much
more attention on the sizing of the components. Therefore it was opted for a simple passive balancing
system. This option was also made taking into account that in order for active balancing to be favorable,
the energy transfers - during the less than 25 minutes race - would have to involve much power, making
it impractical to implement taking into account the weight, cost and complexity of the components and
the design.

4.3.1

Choice of balancing power
The balancing of the cells is performed during the charge, so the ideal balancing power will be

dependent on the time available for charging the batteries during the competition, especially between
the last practice section and the final race, but also will be dependent on the quantity of imbalance that
they suffer in a full discharge/charge cycle.
After asking directly to the organization what would be the available time, and being notified that it
would be at least 1 hour and 40 minutes, the only thing left to determine would be the degree of
imbalance of the cells. For this an experience was held with some of the cells in order to better
understand their rate of imbalance and try to get conclusions about the required balancing power.
The experiment was performed in cells starting with the same voltage at their terminals, which are
then fully discharged and subsequently recharged. An illustrative schematic of the experiments
performed are shown in figure 4.7. The discharge was performed with four series 16Ah cells at 43A and
the charge carried at 5A which in terms of C rating equates to 2.7C and 0.3C respectively. These values
are close to the real situation in the motorcycle, where it is expected to have a discharge rate close to
3C and a charging rate of 0.39C, for a 64Ah battery and a 25A charger.
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Figure 4.7 - Scheme of performed experiments
It should be noted that the battery must not be totally discharged in the last practice section since
the charger power is not enough to charge the entire battery capacity in 1h40 and probably less time
than that will be available.
In figure 4.8 is displayed the voltage and hence the charge state for each of the cells during the
charge and discharge cycle of the test.

Figure 4.8 - Cell voltages during discharge and then during recharge
To analyze the imbalance one may consider the times at which each of the cells reach 4.1V. In
these points it is possible to verify that the cell charging faster will be 15 minutes ahead of the cell
charging slower. This means that with the 5A charge current the worst cell has 1.25Ah less charge (∆_)
than the most charged cell (equation 4.1). Therefore, this charge must be removed from the most
charged cell during the balancing process and at the same time as the charging process for a faster
charging.
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∆_ =

15
× 5 = 1.25>
60

(4.1)

A plausible time to start balancing is when the voltage difference between cells begins to be
remarkable which happens for example at 4V. Considering 40min of time available for balancing this
implies a balancing current (Ibal) of approximately:
-a

= ∆_ ×

60
= 1.875
40

(4.2)

At 4V, leading to a balancing load resistance (Rbal) and power (Pbal) of:
6a
ea

=

4
= 2.13d>
1.875

(4.3)

4.1
= 7.89=
1.875

(4.4)

=

It should be noted that this calculation does not need to be repeated for the other unbalanced cells
since only the worst case needs to be considered.
Given that the motorcycle battery will have 4 times more capacity than the one on this experiment,
the balancing current and power must be multiplied by 4, and the balance resistance divided by 4.
-a

= 1.875 × 4 = 7.5

(4.5)

6a

=

2.13
= 0.53d>
4

(4.6)

ea

= 7.89 × 4 = 31.57=

(4.7)

Knowing also that the motorcycle battery has 27 cells in series and considering the worst case in
which 26 of them are more charged than the remaining one, the system total dissipated power will be
due to the balancing of 26 cells:
ea

= 26 × 31.57 = 821=

(4.8)

The maximum power dissipated in this case is considerably high. Since this could bring
temperature problems, it was preferred to install the balancing load externally to the motorcycle and
next to the battery charger as shown in the “Pit lane” schematic Appendix E - TLM02e electrical
connections and this option of installing the balancing resistors outside the motorcycle is more flexible
when it comes to adjusts on the balancing load.
In the end, the value of each balancing resistor is chosen to be 0.44Ω and 35W rated power, this
is possible since each individual cell will only be charged to a maximum 4.07V and the long cable
connecting the cells to the balancing load has a considerable resistance. This installed balancing power
might be increased if necessary, and that is a possibility since in the motorcycle battery pack there will
be many more cells and hence there is a possibility of having cases of a worst imbalance than the
obtained in the test.
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5 Electronics and GLVS
In this chapter, the main components of the GLVS are explained, including some printed circuit
boards designed and built from scratch. As already referred before some of these GLVS systems indeed
might have physical contact with the HVS but never electrical contact since both systems must always
be galvanically isolated.

5.1

Insulation monitoring device (IMD)
Before presenting the insulation monitoring device (IMD) the typical grounding approach in an

electric vehicle is illustrated.
In figure 5.1 there is the typical high voltage circuits and the separated “vehicle internal earthing
structure” which should be connected to the motorcycle chassis and any other metallic part exposed to
the pilot [26].

Figure 5.1 - IMD typical application on an electric vehicle [26]
The main function of the IMD is to ensure that the impedance between the high voltage circuit and
the low voltage circuit is always above a certain level so there is no danger to the pilot in terms of
exposed high voltage. In case the impedance goes below a specified value it adverts the ECU through
an electrical signal and them the ECU triggers the disconnection circuit as already explained so the “HV
DC circuit” is shut down.
Referring to the TLM02e schematics in Appendix E - TLM02e electrical connections and to figure
5.2, the (a) symbol represents the “vehicle internal earthed structure” connected to the motorcycle
chassis and the (b) represents local references of printed circuit boards or systems, which might be
different/isolated from the main earthed structure.
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Figure 5.2 - Different ground references used in the motorcycle
There is also a dedicated reference for the CAN bus (c) which due to the motor controller happens
to be at the same potential of B-, being this one of the reasons to adopt isolated CAN transceivers on
all the remaining CAN nodes.
Care must be taken so that, for example, the BMS boards have the (b) local ground reference but
each one of them is at different potentials so these references should not be considered the same
outside their respective hierarchical level.

5.2

Electronic Control Unit (ECU)
In automotive electronics, Electronic Control Unit (ECU) is a generic term for any embedded

system which controls one or more of the electrical system and subsystems in a transport vehicle.

5.2.1

ECU main functions
In this application, the ECU performs the essential task of controlling the SSRs. This is done by

interruption by the IMD or BMS in case of alarm event (sent through CAN) and also through control and
emergency switches, connected in series with the SSRs.
The electrical schematic of the ECU PCB is presented in first schematic of Appendix F - TLM02e
printed circuit boards schematics. To understand the schematic is recommended to refer first to figure
5.3 were the main parts/functions are resumed.

Figure 5.3 - Main functions of the ECU PCB

5.2.2

ECU microcontroller
For the choice of microcontroller, it is demanded a flexible technology, powerful, with some level

of programing abstraction and low price.
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A large trend followed by many of the biggest semiconductor manufacturers is to acquire the ARM
core intellectual property, integrate peripherals around the core, and implement it with their own
technology. This provides the advantages of the ARM core when it comes to processing power
combined with low energy consumption and on the other hand joins the integration of a large amount of
peripherals (USB, CAN, ADCs, etc) and a variety of chips according to the number of pins, performance
versus consumption, etc. This approach is contrary to the trend followed by other companies which offer
a wide range of microcontrollers each with only some peripherals, implying a less flexible prototype and
therefore unappealing to this application.
In this way the STMicroelectronics series of STM32 ARM based microcontrollers is chosen, for
their flexible product range, having development boards as cheap as the chips itself (Nucleo boards)
and for being a renowned company in the area. The chosen specific integrated circuit (IC) was the
STM32F446 [31] which was used both on the ECU and BMS.
The microcontroller part of the ECU schematic is presented in Figure 5.4. The design of this part
of the circuit was closely based on the STM32 Nucleo-64 development board schematic for the
respective STM32 F446 microcontroller and also on the application note “AN4488 - Getting started with
STM32F4xxxx MCU hardware development” from STMicroelectronics [32].

Figure 5.4 - ECU microcontroller schematic

The microcontroller has several bypass capacitors between its 3.3V power supply pins and ground.
The main function of these is to decrease noise emission and absorption by delivering the current peaks
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the microcontroller consumes due to digital switching. The capacitor connected to pin 30 plays a similar
role but for an internal reference of the microcontroller used by the analog to digital converter (ADC).
High and low frequency crystals are present in the schematic and layout but were not soldered
since the F446 chip had many options for the clock source. One of those options was its internal
oscillator which was the one used since high clock precision was not a necessity.
Two simple push buttons were connected to the microcontroller, the reset button for restarting the
microcontroller without recycling power and the user button for its utility for debugging and other possible
applications. In addition, a light emitting diode (LED) was attached to PA5 for the same reasons as the
user button.
The voltage dividers connected to pins 41 and 42 were used to attenuate the voltage of the IMD
signals since these were 12V digital signals and the microcontroller supports a maximum of 5V input.
The Zener diodes were added to protect the microcontroller inputs from possible overvoltage. The
capacitors attached to this voltage divider were to be soldered only in case a low pass filter turned to be
a necessity.
Header 6 was used for programing the microcontroller. The programmer used was the STLink
present in the STM32 development boards (Nucleo boards [30]), some of which TLMoto already owned.
In Figure 5.5 is presented the Nucleo-64 development board were the 6 pin header in the STLink
part of the board is used for programing external STM32 applications.

Figure 5.5 - Nucleo-64 development board [30]

5.2.3

Power supply
Since there was already an isolated DCDC converter supplying all the motorcycle GLVS electronics

and this board did not have to be isolated from the main ground (chassis), simple linear regulators were
used to convert the 12V GLVS voltage to 5V and 3.3V needed by the ECU components. A LED was
added as a useful component for debugging and several bypass and filtering capacitors according to
the datasheets of the respective chips.
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Figure 5.6 - ECU power supply schematic

Since the dissipated power on a linear regulator is the product of the current times the voltage
drop, care was taken to both linear regulators power dissipation by estimating the worst-case maximum
current consumption by all the components in the board at the respective voltages. Consulting the
datasheet of the components in the board, the estimated maximum 3.3V consumption was I3.3V=0.03A
and the estimated 5V consumption I5V=0.17+I3.3V=0.2A. In this way, the maximum dissipated power is
calculated in equation 5.1 and 5.2 for the 3.3V regulator and 5V regulator respectively.
eg.gh



elh

= i


j

= i

× - = (5 − 3.3) × 0.03 = 0.05= < 0.68=

(5.1)

× - = (12 − 5) × 0.2 = 1.4= < 2=

(5.2)

j

The calculated power was below the regulator’s maximum dissipation capabilities without heatsink.
Even though a copper plane was left to aid in thermal dissipation as described in respective datasheets.
At the input a fuse and a transient voltage suppressor (TVS) diode were added for extra protection
against over currents, overvoltage and inverse polarity as can be seen next to the 35 pin connector in
the main ECU schematic.

5.2.4

CAN transceiver
A CAN network requires two main hardware components: a CAN controller and a CAN transceiver

[27]. The controller manages the logic of the network, for example, storage of the serial bits from the
bus until an entire message is available [29]. The transceiver implements the physical signaling of the
protocol, which in case of a CAN network consists in a two line differential voltage signaling (CAN H and
CAN L) making it very robust against electromagnetic interference. The CAN controller is already
integrated in the F446 microcontroller so only a transceiver needs to be added.
As already explained the motor controller’s CAN ground reference is at the same potential as B-.
For this reason and since direct connection to the CAN electrical signals would compromise the electrical
isolation between the HVS and GLVS an isolated CAN transceiver is a necessity. The chosen isolated
transceiver chip was the ADM3053 from Analog Devices. This transceiver acomplishes the isolation
task with internal transformers for digital signals and integrated DCDC converter which utilized the VCC
input pin to generate the isolated power needed in the CAN side at VISOIN.
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The schematic relative to the transceiver is presented in Figure 5.7. Here, the only external
components the transceiver needs are bypass capacitors, not only for being a digital device but also
especially because of its noisy internal isolated DCDC converter. Besides these capacitors the chip only
needs the slew rate selection resistor and the optional 120Ω CAN terminating resistor in case the
respective node is the one terminating the CAN network.

Figure 5.7 - CAN transceiver schematic

The slew rate selection resistor was chosen to be 0Ω for the fastest slew rate. It would only be
needed to change it in case the electromagnetic interference (EMI) emisions had to be decresed which
was not necessary.

5.2.5

Solid state relays
The chosen solid-state relays are the IXYS CPC1927. This is a SSR capable of switching DC

loads, with a current carrying capability above the motor controller’s logic peak consumption and that
comes in a very compact through-hole encapsulation. This made possible to incorporate them directly
in the PCB avoiding more external components. This simplified wire harness and enhanced reliability.
Since the control of the chosen SSRs required more current than the maximum delivered alone by
the microcontroller a simple drive circuit with n-channel metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor
(MOSFET) was used in series with the control of the SSR and the current limiting resistors as explained
in the respective datasheet.

Figure 5.8 - Solid state relay driver schematic
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5.2.6

Fan driver
An auxiliary fan driver was added just in case fans had to be used to cool down the battery container

on the motorcycle or any other component. The circuit is dimensioned to drive one or more 12V fans
limited by the maximum current of the MOSFET or more probably by its maximum junction temperature
since its only heat sink is the respective copper plane. Because fans are usually inductive loads, a
Schottky diode was added as a freewheeling diode to be in parallel with the load. Since the MOSFET
can handle relatively large power an optocoupler (TLP701AF) was used to control its gate and then
protect the microcontroller and avoid unwanted noise.

Figure 5.9 - ECU fan driver schematic

Other parts of the circuit like the PCB temperature sensor were simply accessory, other like the
charger relays driver were added to the ECU but not used since other ways of controlling the charger
were adopted in the final implementation.
Most of the chosen components are mainly surface mount device (SMD) technology, as it is the
most current nowadays and therefore have lower prices and a wider variety.

5.2.7

Layout
For the size of all the PCB an effort was made to make everything as compact as possible, for

costs reasons, space availability and mainly electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) considerations.
Namely, a bigger board will have more area, longer traces and consequently will act as a better
“antenna” receiving more electromagnetic interference [36].
In figure 5.10 the main components placement is illustrated on top of the board layout, as already
explained attention was given to heat dissipation of some components for example the input linear
regulators, which required thermal copper planes in order to help dissipate heat. Other concerns were
related to noise were for example the reset trace was kept away from other “fast” digital signals in order
to avoid accidental resets due to electromagnetic coupling.
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Figure 5.10 - ECU main components
On the SSR’s lower side of the board, the coper plane was removed (both on top and bottom) and
the HVS circuits was keep at a minimum clearance of 6.4 millimeters from the GLVS.

5.3

Battery management system (BMS)
For the electronic construction of the battery management system (BMS), there were two main

options. First option was using a microcontroller with additional analog electronics for the cells voltage
reading and control of the balancing MOSFETs, the second was to use an integrated auxiliary chip for
this task. Since in the chosen architecture it was necessary to read different voltages with the same
precision and control MOSFETs gates at the various voltage levels an auxiliary IC was used. The chosen
IC was the LTC6804 from Linear technology [35] for presenting good characteristics, being already been
used in other similar projects [33,34] and because is directly available on the market.

5.3.1

BMS architecture
There are several BMS architectures some of them exemplified in figure 5.11.
Given that the battery had 27 cells in series it was decided to divide it by three to have three sets

with the same number of cells and monitored by the same BMS board (Stack), therefore the modular
architecture was chosen for this implementation because of the used chip features.
For this reason in the top schematic are three stacks of 9S4P cells and each one with its own BMS
PCB. Due to space constraints in the physical construction of the motorcycle these three stacks are
equal electrically but not physically being the price to pay a less intuitive assembly but the advantage of
a lower and more compact center of mass as can be seen on appendix i - main electrical components
placement proposal.
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Figure 5.11 - Several BMS architectures

5.3.2

BMS main functions
The electrical schematic of the BMS PCB is presented in Appendix F - TLM02e printed circuit

boards schematics. For understanding the schematic is recommended to refer first to figure 5.12 were
the main parts/functions are resumed.

Figure 5.12 - Main functions of the BMSs PCB

5.3.3

Microcontroller and CAN transceiver
The microcontroller used in the BMS is the same as the one used in the ECU. It’s vital surrounding

components such as the bypass capacitor or reset button are exactly the same as in the ECU schematic,
but the crystal oscillators are removed since this board was slightly more dense in components than the
ECU and any accessory component had to be removed in order to be more easily manufactured with
only two layers.
The CAN transceiver has also the same configuration than on the ECU.

5.3.4

Power supply
The power supply for the BMS had to be isolated since the ground of each BMS is at different

voltage potentials, namely each BMS is connected to its corresponding most negative cell terminal.
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The solution was to use an integrated isolated DCDC converter, the chosen model was the TEL51211 capable of delivering 1A with a output voltage of 5V and integrating most of the components. The
only external components needed for this regulation stage were the bypass capacitors.
For obtaining the 3.3V like in the ECU, a simple linear regulator chip was used and the red LED
was added for debug utility. At the input a fuse and a TVS was added for extra protection to overcurrent,
overvoltage and inverse polarity.

Figure 5.13 - BMS power supply schematic

5.3.5

Temperature sensor multiplexers
In the first design, it was expected to monitor 22 negative temperature coefficient (NTC)

temperature sensors. Since the microcontroller did not have that many analog inputs the decision was
to opt for external multiplexers to increase the number of analog inputs. Later, only 12 NTC sensors
were used since it was allowed by the regulations [3] to use one single sensor to monitor two adjacent
cells and that was taken as an advantage to minimize wire harness complexity.
In Figure 5.14 the schematic of two identical multiplexers can be observed where the various NTCs
inputs (I0..I15) can be chosen to be connected to the voltage divider (COMMON I/O) through the 4
selection bits (S0..S3).

Figure 5.14 - Cell temperature multiplexer schematics
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Since the 10kΩ resistors and a filtering capacitor composed the voltage divider, a RC time constant
had to be taken into account while reading all the sensor voltages by inserting a time delay between
voltage reads in the code. The chosen time delay was bigger than 3 times the respective RC time
constant.

5.3.6

LTC6804 circuit
The integrated chip from linear technology LTC6804 allows for the monitoring of up to 12 cells of

various chemistries and aids in their passive balancing. The typical application diagram of the respective
datasheet is shown in figure 5.15 here the p-channel MOSFETs, the balance resistors and low pass
filter are exemplified for 12 battery cells in series.

Figure 5.15 - LTC6804’s datasheet application example [35]
On the motorcycle implementation only 9 groups of parallel cells need to be monitored. For that
reason and following the datasheet recommendation, the low-pass filters number 12,11 and 6 are
shorted in order to obtain a zero potential cell reading as illustrated in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16 - LTC balancing circuit schematic

Since the used balance resistors are external to the PCB these could have some inductance due
to long connecting wires or to the type of resistor used. For that reason, Shottky diodes were added with
the function of freewheeling diode.
A LED was added at each input for easily identifying the cells being balanced, and a fuse, since it
was important not only for short circuit protection but also because it was compulsory, from the
regulations.
Turning to the LTC6804 chip itself, several bypass capacitors were added to its voltage references
and power inputs. All the serial peripheral interface (SPI) and watch dog timer (WDT) pins are pulled up
to 5V and the software timer function (SWTEN) is connected to a jumper for selectable functionality.
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Figure 5.17 – LTC6804 chip schematic

5.3.7

Layout
For the same reasons of the ECU this PCB was kept at its minimum size. In figure 5.18 the layout

and main components placement is illustrated on top and bottom (shaded yellow) of the board layout.
Here attention was taken to heat dissipation of the balancing MOSFETs, even though they have a very
low ON resistance (approximately 0.011Ω). In order to avoid using an external heat sink the maximum
top and bottom coper planes were used for this function.

Figure 5.18 - BMS main components

5.4

Dashboard
The Dashboard printed circuit board comes out of the scope of this thesis, even though it is

important to note some compulsory aspects that it should embody.
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In the dashboard, there is the primary interface with the driver during the race but also some
components compulsory by regulation. These compulsory components include a flashing red LED that
tells presence of high voltage outsize of accumulator (which is equivalent to say that some of the
contactors were closed). There is also a solid green LED that alerts the pilot when the motorcycle is
ready to run by throttle signal, last, not compulsory but useful and recommended by the organization is
an additional LED to warn when the hottest cell of the battery approaches its maximum permitted
temperature.
The Regulation also requires having always available on display the voltage of the HVS, for this a
simple 2x16 liquid crystal display (LCD) or three seven segment display could be used and the battery
voltage could be obtained from the BMS via the CAN network. Due to the large number of peripherals
already integrated into the microcontroller unit (MCU), extra features such as secure digital (SD) card
or a real time clock (RTC) could be useful additional features. Some of these ideas are illustrated on
figure 5.19.

Figure 5.19 - Example of possible functions of the Dashboard PCB
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6 Implementation and test
6.1

Electronic printed circuit boards
After the design and layout of the printed circuit boards a “home-made” prototype was fabricated

for each one of them with the traditional toner transfer method. The minimum trace and clearance width
for both boards were 0.254mm, which made the task of fabrication very difficult with the used method.
Despite the difficulties, the printed circuit boards were fabricated and their main functions tested before
passing to the final implementation.

6.1.1

ECU implementation
In figure 6.1 there is photos of the ECU’s first prototype and on figure 6.2 photos of the ECU’s final

printed circuit board.

Figure 6.1 - ECU first prototype

Figure 6.2 - ECU final implementation
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6.1.2

BMS implementation
Instead of two iterations for the BMS there were three in which the first iteration consisted of a

breakout board for the LTC6804 chip and the last two consisted of the entire BMS board.
The breakout board consisted of all the final BMS bottom circuits closely related to the LTC chip.
The main objective of this board was to start testing and learning some of its functions independently of
the used microcontroller.

Figure 6.3 - LTC breakout board
After this, the entire BMS board was designed and built as can be seen on figure 6.4 and figure
6.5.

Figure 6.4 - BMS first prototype
Even though no adjustments were necessary between the first prototype and final version, it was
an important step since in this way it was possible to start programing earlier.
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Figure 6.5 - BMS final implementation

6.2

Battery pack construction
After the removal of the original package (see figure 3.9), a balancing connector (TE 1-480318-0)

was soldered to the terminals of each cell and XT150 power connectors were soldered to the terminals
of the pack as shown in figure 6.6. The soldering process had to be done carefully in order to avoid
overheating of the terminals and therefore possible damage to the cell.

Figure 6.6 - Lithium cell's connectors
After soldering all cell terminals the balancing and BMS wires harness was built as shown in figure
6.7. The connections to the BMS (blue wire) were twisted in order to decrease the EMI absorption and
consequently noise in cell voltage reading.
All the wires used in the battery pack were made of silicone which is high temperature resistant (+180ºC versus traditional 105ºC) and non-flammable making these compliant with MotoStudent
regulations. The current rating also played a role in the choice of wire conductor area in which the
maximum current the blue wires had to withstand was the balancing current of circa 7.5A and circa 15A
for the grey wires of the parallel cell interconnections.
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Figure 6.7 - Balancing and BMS wire harness construction
Electrical tape was used in this first wire harness but it must be substituted by appropriate shrink
tubing before being installed in the motorcycle.

Figure 6.8 - Battery pack ready to have temperature sensors installed

6.2.1

Temperature sensors
The temperature sensors used are based on NTC resistors (NCP18XH103F03RB) with SMD

encapsulation manually soldered to wires connecting to BMS multiplexers. To avoid short circuits and
damages in the cells these sensors were covered in epoxy glue near the NTC zone and latter with
electrical tape for extra safety.
In the right photo of figure 6.9 is shown the location were the NTCs are hold in the cells by their
original top “sponge”. This location is helpful on the thermal transfer between the sensor and cell by
isolating the sensor from wind breeze.

Figure 6.9 - NTC based temperature sensor and location
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6.3

Test bench
The main objectives of test bench were to test the temperature of the motor, motor controller and

batteries, monitoring the energy consumed, obtaining the total energy contained in the final battery pack,
test the quality of the power connections and finally test the automatic shutdown system.
In order to meet the objectives the experiment shown in figure 6.10 was prepared. This experiment
consisted of a test bench in which the motor of the motorcycle was coupled through a transmission chain
to a generator that generated electric energy for a resistive load of 12.3kW. However due to the
maximum power of the generator the dissipated power was limited to 10kW.

Figure 6.10 - Test bench (other components like the IMD were later added)
For the choice of the transmission gear ratio, the generator data shown in table 6.1 was in account.
This generator consisted of a DC machine with separated excitation field.
Table 6.1 - Generator data
Absorbed power

11kW

Useful power

10kW

Voltage

240V

Current

41A

RPM

3000rpm

Excitation

Separate, 220V, 0.5A

The transmission ratio is made with a motorcycle chain in which 2 4&45.7!5/2!7!5 = 0.53,
causing both the motor and the generator to rotate near their rated speeds helping on the power transfer.
The load resistors available are actually rheostats, two of 4.5kW and one of 3.3kW whose plate
data are shown in figure 6.11 to the right and left respectively.
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Figure 6.11 - Available load resistors
The 3.3kW resistor (left-hand image) allows for continuous adjustment whereas the right-hand one
only has discrete adjustment so no adjustments are made in these during running tests in order to avoid
current interruption and possible sparking.
As explained above, the sum of the maximum powers of these loads exceeds the power of the
generator, this is why it was necessary to choose a resistance value such that for an armature voltage
of 220V the sum of the currents would not exceed 41A. In this way these 41A were distributed in 17A
for each of the 4.5kW resistors and 7 amperes in the 3.3kW resistor. This division of currents also aims
to leave some margin of safety regarding the imbalance of currents between phases of the rheostats
themselves and allow margin for regulation in the resistance of 3.3kW during the experience.

6.3.1

Choice and monitoring of temperature limits
The manufacturer does not indicate the cell working temperature range, only the maximum ambient

temperature at which they are allowed to work (4-49°C). For this reason, additional literature concerning
batteries of the same technology had to be consulted to determine the most common limits of the
operating temperature of these cells. The average statements found in the bibliography claimed the
range of -20°C to 60°C, which was chosen as the limit for cells. This temperature is monitored by the
BMS through sensors inserted next to the cells as already explained.
The maximum temperature of the motor controller is already preconfigured as can be seen in figure
6.12 were it starts to limit the current at 75ºC.

Figure 6.12 - Motor controller current cutback curve [24]
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Taking into account that this temperature value was chosen by the controller manufacturer and
therefore is certainly well calibrated and tested these values were accepted.
The controller also has the ability to interrupt the power supply to the motor when the motor
temperature exceeds the configured value. In order to know the motor temperature, the controller uses
two methods: direct measurement through a positive temperature coefficient (PTC) sensor, namely a
KTY84-130 built into the motor windings and through an estimation method. The estimation method
uses a simple exponential equation to predict the temperature evolution through the absorbed current.
Both methods are already configured by the vendor of the equipment, leaving us the choice of the limit
to impose.
For the choice of motor temperature limit, several constraints listed in the motor documentation
were taken into account:
-“Δϑ ≤ 105k at room temperature of up to 40ºC”
-“ max. Permissible winding temperature 155ºC”
-“housing and flange temperature in operation: 90ºC max.”
-“min. airstream of 5m/s and good contact on the mounting surface for best thermal transfer”
Knowing that Δϑ is the difference in temperature between the ambient and the motor windings it is
concluded that at the laboratory’s ambient temperature of approximately 20ºC the windings must not
exceed 125ºC and the stator must not exceed 90ºC always with a minimum forced ventilation of 5m/s
in the case of a continuous regime. Since the controller was only aware of the temperature in the
windings, a thermocouple was used separately for visual inspection of the temperature in the stator
surface. To do this, care was taken to press the thermocouple tip against the stator with thermally
insulating foam in order to obtain the most accurate and independent reading from the external
ventilation.

Figure 6.13 - Thermocouple tip, thermocouple instrument and infrared thermometer
As can be seen in the last figure an infrared thermometer was occasionally used to confirm
temperatures in various parts of the test bench and as will be seen later in one of the experiments a
thermographic camera.
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6.3.2

Forced ventilation
In order to try to match the conditions that will be found in the motorcycle or that are required by

the motor manufacturer, several fans of various types were used for the motor controller, motor and
battery. With the help of an anemometer, the velocities of the airflows were measured in order to have
a means of comparison with the simulated airflow for the motorcycle. These measurements are
presented in table 6.2.
Table 6.2 - Air flux measurements
Test bench

Wind speed [m/s]

Motor

2

Motor controller

1.8

Battery

2 (next to the fans)

Motorcycle (mean speed obtained by simulation)

30

The airflow achieved for the motor is lower than the 5m/s requested by the manufacturer and much
lower than the ones expected on the motorcycle. In spite of this, these were considered acceptable
values since the experiments performed on the test bench were at a lower power and shorter in time.

Figure 6.14 - Ventilation used in motor, controller and cells

6.3.3

Automatic measurement system
Thanks to the built electronics and motor controller’s CAN network compatibility all the necessary

data was available from the test bench and acquired with a USB-to-CAN device. The entire acquisition
scheme is shown in figure 6.15, here the USB-to-CAN device and its software “IXXAT MiniMon” saves
the CAN data to a *.cvs filetype which is then opened via a purposely written matlab script that enabled
to view graphics of the variables during the course of the experiment.
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Figure 6.15 - Test bench data acquisition and monitoring scheme
The acquired data of interest is listed in table 6.3.
Table 6.3 - Data acquired from the CAN network
ID (hex)

Source

Comments

B

BMS1

Voltages from cells monitored by BMS1

C

BMS2

Voltages from cells monitored by BMS2

D

BMS3

Voltages from cells monitored by BMS3

15

BMS1

Temperatures from cells monitored by BMS1

16

BMS2

Temperatures from cells monitored by BMS2

17

BMS3

Temperatures from cells monitored by BMS3

Controller

CAN message containing the variables: heatsink temperature,

TPDO1

motor RPM.

Controller

CAN message containing the variables: motor temperature,

TPDO2

torque, capacitor voltage, battery current.

222

223

283

6.3.4

Controller
TPDO5

CAN message containing the variable: throttle input voltage.

Full load test
During this experiment, adjustments were made along the way in order to keep the power provided

to the generator close to its nominal as explained. These adjustments were carried out manually through
the throttle potentiometer as can be observed in figure 6.16. Here is also plotted the mechanical
variables of the motor like the speed of rotation in RPM and the torque in Nm. It is confirmed that
regardless of the torque map the throttle is always referred to the configured 80Nm peak torque of the
motor.
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Figure 6.16 - Motor mechanical variables
In figure 6.17 are plotted the electric variables of the battery. Here it is confirmed that the end of
the experiment happened due to the automatic shutdown system, since the minimum voltage of a cell
got inferior to the configured 3 volts.

Figure 6.17 - Battery electrical variables
Taking advantage of these variables, on figure 6.18 is plotted the electrical power and its integration
in order to obtain the final electric energy consumption from the batteries in Wh. The obtained 5.5kWh
energy capacity comes close to the 5.6kWh expected from chapter 3.
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Figure 6.18 - Electrical power and energy
In figure 6.19 it is shown all the temperatures in the system showing that none of them was
overpass and that on the motorcycle if conditions like similar ambient temperature are met more power
than this will be available.

Figure 6.19 - System temperatures
Measured with the thermocouple the maximum temperature reached at the motor stator surface
was 76.1°C with an initial temperature of 18.9°C. In the windings, the maximum reached 101ºC. Just
after the automatic shutdown, a thermal imager instrument was used to confirm the temperatures read
in several parts of the test bench.
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Figure 6.20 - Battery cells thermal image

Figure 6.21 - Motor thermal image
The thermal imager was also useful to look for hot spots in the assembly that could show bad
electrical contact or abnormal current intensity as for example in the parallel cell conductors. No
problems were detected.

Figure 6.22 - Balancing connector’s thermal image

Figure 6.23 - Cell XT150 connector’s thermal image
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6.3.5

Electrical waveforms
In order to confirm which power cables were more prone to emit electromagnetic noise, the current

and voltage waveforms at nominal load were acquired at the battery terminals and at one phase of the
motor, these waveforms are presented in appendix h - power electrical waveforms.
Thanks to the input capacitor of the controller, the input current ripple is low drastically reducing
the noise emission in the connections between the controller, batteries and cells. The same is not true
for the motor connections where there is a pulse width modulation (PWM) voltage and a sinusoidal
current both with reasonable magnitude and/or frequency. Fortunately, is anticipated that in the
motorcycle the connections between controller and motor will be relatively short and far away from the
rest of the low power electronics as shown in appendix i - main electrical components placement
proposal were the main components placement is proposed.

6.3.6

Disconnection tests
During the various tests performed, it was confirmed that the automatic shutdown of the BMS

operated for both temperature and voltage limits.
The IMD disconnects the contactors (by the ECU) when a resistance of approximately 50kΩ is
placed between any of the high voltage lines (B + or B-) and the electronic ground which is also the
ground of the main isolated DCDC and the motorcycle frame itself. This shutdown takes place in less
than 15 seconds and thus falls within the regulation that requires a disconnection time inferior to 30
seconds.
For testing the disconnection of the motor for overheating the motor maximum temperature was
reconfigured to only 80ºC and a 5kW load, nominal torque test was performed without forced Colling.
As result, the controller interrupted the power to the motor just before the 80ºC. In this experience the
heating of the cells was negligible small namely inferior to 4ºC versus a change in temperature of 60ºC
on the motor due to the working principle of the inverter.

6.4

Energy monitoring
Even though the assembled battery pack has a margin of at least 1kWh in comparison to the final

race’s simulated energy requirements, it is important to have a mean of measuring the remaining SOC
directly on the motorcycle. Two main distinct methods for estimating batteries SOC are voltage based
SOC estimation and Current based SOC estimation (coulomb counting).
Voltage based SOC estimation utilizes the voltage characteristic of the battery during discharge to
obtain the current SOC from the voltage measurement. This method has the disadvantage of having to
count with cell’s internal impedance that makes cells voltage also function of the current. This method
is not very used in lithium cells because of their particular flat voltage characteristic during its discharge.
If for example lead acid batteries were used the motor controller battery discharge indicator (BDI)
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function [25], which simply relies on battery voltage measurement could have been used since these
have a less flat characteristic.
Current based SOC estimation consists in integrating the discharge current during the use of the
battery and subtracting this charge to the known initial charge capacity of the battery for obtaining the
remaining charge percentage estimate. This method requires a periodical full charge maneuver for
calibration, which is common in the application of racing motorcycle. On practice, the complication
comes with the fact that the useable capacity of a cell is not constant but varies significantly with
temperature, the charge/discharge rates, the age of the cell, self-discharge rate, etc.
So for better accuracy and commercial applications several more-advanced algorithms must be
implemented. Such implementation for example consists in the use of lockup tables obtained in
laboratory tests that helps the BMS to estimate the usable capacity of the battery.

Figure 6.24 - Capacity reduction at different temperatures and discharge rates [14]
It is also important in to have a high enough refresh rating on the current samples so current peaks
are included in the integration.
For the current prototype, a simple implementation based on coulomb counting would suffice using
equation 6.1 and 6.2 were -a



is the battery current and 7 the time that has passed since the discharging

began.
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In the motorcycle these calculations will be made by microcontrollers and they will actually be
discrete operations leading equation 6.1 to be adapted to 6.3 which in other words is a discrete
integration.
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An easy way to program this calculation is to create an interrupt (for example on the ECU or
dashboard) each time the transmit process data object (TPDO) containing the battery current is received
from motor controller. Knowing the rate at which the TPDO’s are sent it is easy to obtain the charge via
discrete integration since the current value and time steps are known.

6.5

Cost analysis
Here is presented a cost analysis synthesis, making the sum of all electrical and electronic

components price. In table 6.4 a high final cost is obtained, this final cost would be much reduced by
adopting mass production and more self-developed hardware, such analysis is beyond the scope of this
work. Here is not included the engineering costs like prototyping boards made to validate designs, the
dashboard that was out of the scope of this work, development tools like the USB-to-CAN device or the
automated lithium cell tester.
Table 6.4 - Total electrical system cost
Manufacturer/

Description

supplier

MotoStudent kit (PMS150 motor, IMD…)

Cost [Eur]

Various

3013.5

Various

2719.42

Battery cells

Hobbyking

2455.70

ECU

Various

133.76

3xBMS

Various

405.25

Temperature sensors

Murata

15.64

Balancing resistors

WELWYN

29.16

Additional components (connectors, cables, …)

Various

275.73

Play and Drive kit (Motor controller, Charger, two
contactors, DCDC…)

Total

9107.08
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7 Conclusions
Even though TLM02e motorcycle prototype was not ready for the 2016 competition, the
comparison of competition results from other teams with the physical model of the motorcycle gave
credibility to the chosen parameters and way of choosing pilot behavior.
On the electronics, the prototyping of the printed circuit boards by manual tonner transfer method
turned to be a hard and inadequate task because of the high needed resolution for clearances and trace
widths. On future, other options, such as a CNC router or the photoresist method should be considered.
After some initial debugging problems, the final electronics boards proved to perform well and had not
EMI problems with the current test bench wire harness.
The soldering of the battery pack and respective wire harness turned to be a bigger task than
expected. This proves the advantage of higher capacity single cells, since these avoid or diminish
parallel cell interconnections. Another option to simplify wire harness is to decrease the balancing load
power and pass it to the BMS boards themselves. This can be done in future prototypes in case the
current 5.5kWh battery capacity confirms to have a good energy margin.
On the test bench, even though it was not possible to extract more power from the motor due to
the limited power of the generator, this experience proved useful. The test bench allowed code
development, software and hardware debugging and, above all, gaining confidence and knowledge of
the various components of the system before Its incorporation in the motorcycle, avoiding thus
dangerous situations to the pilot and the equipment.
In general, after this work, it is concluded that it is very important to know at which level of depth
each part of a system should be worked on and to distinguish the essential from the accessory. An
example of this is the lithium cell automatic measurement system, even that it was useful tool, true is
that it was not essential in this first approach since things that are more important could have been
accomplished.

7.1

Future work
Working in an electric vehicle can get very interdisciplinary within the electrical and computer

engineering branch. Being the opportunities to improve the current work many, only a small list is
referred here.
a) Mounting of the existing electrical system on the motorcycle and test on motorcycle
dynamometer or track.
b) Validation of Simulink model and simulation results with tests on track.
c) Study the advantage of a gearbox or a continuously variable transmission (CVT).
d) Study of another accumulator implementations as for example conjunction of supercapacitors
and batteries.
e) Improve the regenerative braking performance.
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f)

Enhance the motor/generator test bench with the possibility of hardware-in-the-loop (HIL)
simulation.

g) Build a custom motor controller including the power electronics and motor control logic.
h) Enhance embedded system reliability by implementing functional safety processes.
i)

Implement and test more advance methods for SOC estimation on the motorcycle.
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Appendix A - MotoStudent competition and TLMoto
A.1 MotoStudent competition
The MotoStudent competition is promoted by the Moto Engineering Foudation (MEF) and
TechnoPark Motorland, exclusively for college students. Each team is challenged to develop design and
build a racing motorcycle that will be tested in a four-day event in Aragon, Spain, at the Motorland
MotoGP circuit. The competition was announced in 2008 and since then there have been four editions.
The prototypes are evaluated by judges that come from MotoGP teams and engineers from highly
known companies in the area. The scoring system is based in a number of characteristics such as
performance, industrialization project, and innovation, among others.

A.2 TLMoto team
Tlmoto is a student association from Técnico Lisboa, it was created in 2012 by a group of university
students. The team made its first appearance in the 2014 edition of MotoStudent and was the first ever
Portuguese team to participate in this competition (Bellow foto of TLMoto’s first built internal combustion
engine (ICE) motorcycle prototype).

Currently in TLMoto, there are students from a wide variety of fields in engineering, all from Técnico
Lisboa. Focused on designing and manufacturing their second racing motorcycle prototype TLM02e,
that will be put to the test in the next competition in 2018.
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Appendix B - Motor datasheet
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Appendix C - Automated lithium cell tester schematic
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Appendix D - Lithium cell tests
D.1 Multistar discharge at 3C

D.2 Turnigy discharge at 3C
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D.3 WS90133200 discharge at 3C
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Appendix E - TLM02e electrical connections
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Appendix F - TLM02e printed circuit boards schematics
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Appendix G - TLM02e printed circuit boards layouts
G.1 ECU top layer (no mirror)

G.2 ECU bottom layer (no mirror)
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G.3 BMS top layer (no mirror)

G.4 BMS bottom layer (no mirror)
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Appendix H - Power electrical waveforms
H.1 Motor current and voltage at close to nominal load

H.2 Battery current and voltage at close to nominal load
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Appendix I - Main electrical components placement
proposal
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